Graphic Products to Demo Innovations to Boost Efficiency in HVACR Industry

DuraLabel Kodiak printing system and supplies will be at AHR Expo to help master heavy-duty challenges

BEAVERTON, OREGON – Jan. 14, 2020 – Graphic Products Inc., a global leader in visual communication solutions for compliance and safety, will be at the AHR Expo in Orlando hosting live demonstrations of DuraLabel industrial labeling systems that meet and exceed challenges in heating, ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration operations. In booth 8289 from Feb. 3-5, Graphic Products will showcase necessary and efficient visual communication strategies and labor-saving tools. Test the revolutionary DuraLabel Kodiak alongside an array of other cutting-edge products and services.

“Whether its hot pipes or sub-zero systems, our range of industrial label and sign products provide faster and more versatile solutions for HVAC industry needs,” said Nicole Noble, a product manager at Graphic Products. “HVAC professionals can print everything they need on the spot cost-effectively with the DuraLabel Kodiak printer.”

DuraLabel Kodiak is a standalone all-purpose printing system with a 9” touchscreen and wireless keyboard to produce signs anywhere with a power outlet. Create large multicolor signs, small asset management labels, and even floor marking. Kodiak uses industrial-grade materials to reinforce safety, reliability, and extend the life of countless project-based tasks, such as component labels, general safety signage, and 5S labels.

HVAC labeling is important for all environmental comfort systems for not only HVAC workers but those who interact with equipment and facility maintenance. Labels should be easy to read when standing next to the equipment. They should also be durable to match the life of the equipment they mark.

At the AHR Expo, Graphic Products will display the DuraLabel Kodiak and Toro industrial labeling systems and supplies, including Premium Vinyl and other popular materials made for the most demanding applications – large or small. These printers come with intuitive software to simplify label creation to help meet broad compliance needs. Graphic Products’ cost-effective labeling systems empower HVAC professionals to create a compliant, efficient, and safe working environment.

About Graphic Products

Graphic Products is an innovative leader, providing solutions for safety and visual communication since 1970. The company’s line of safety products, services, and DuraLabel line of industrial label and sign printers are designed for the modern workforce. Visit www.GraphicProducts.com or call 800-788-5572.